EK LIGHT
Desktop Integration – Multifunctional Keyboard
Intuitive control of multiple workstations with a single keyboard and mouse. Enjoy the benefits of a cost-effective, efficient
and ergonomic workplace. Enhance control and profitability by sharing services among desks.

Keyboards that write history.

Description
WEYTEC develops world class keyboards which are second to none. The EKlight is the flexible model for cost-sensitive
environments. Access up to 4 workstations without performance loss using a single keyboard and mouse. The EKlight is
modular in design and can be configured to meet individual user, hardware and software requirements.
The multifunctional keyboard is characterized by its adaptability. All platforms are supported, and customized accessories
ensure the optimal management of your business processes.
In combination with switching solutions such as the WEYTEC distributionPLATFORM, workstations can be shared between
users for more efficiency, profitability and control.
Features
Functionality and Ergonomics
The EKligh offers almost unlimited functionality and an intuitive user interface. Selecting the active computer is very simple.
A single keystroke suffices, and the desired source appears on the screen and is at the user’s control. Due to the modular
architecture and programmable function keys and keypads, the keyboard can be readily customized to meet individual
software and hardware requirements. A variety of interfaces (UBS, PS/2, serial, etc.) as well as multiple platforms for trading
floors and control rooms (Reuters Dealing 3000, EBS, Reuters Eikon, Bloomberg, diverse Control Systems) are supported.
Audio signals can be routed to either integrated or external speakers, or a headphone set connected to the keyboard.
Shared use of sources
Link 2 keyboards together with a serial cable to share and control multiple workstations between 2 users. Access and
priority rights are managed in the user profiles.
Accessories
Keypads
Multiple customized keypads are available for market data services and control systems, etc.
Multifunctional Cable
The multifunctional cable offers the following connections for peripheral interfaces and devices: 4x Audio, 4x USB, 1x PS/2,
2x RS232 (Share Port). A Connector Box is not necessary..
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